We introduce optomechanical nanoantennae, which show dramatic changes in scattering properties by minuscule changes in geometry. These structures are very compact, with a volume 500 times smaller than free-space optical wavelength volume. This deep subwavelength geometry leads to high speed and low switching power. The bandwidth of the device is about 4.4 GHz, with a switching energy of only 35 pJ. Such antenna structures could lead to compact and high-speed all-optical nanoswitches.
The principle of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) has been exploited by many research groups to achieve high speed and compact nanoswitches, for example, tuning the SPP wavelength by controlling the refractive index of the substrate of a nanoantenna [1] . Recent development of plasmonic nanoswitches includes gap-loading approaches, where the gap region of the coupled nanoantenna is loaded with photoconductive [2] , nonlinear [3] , or anisotropic material [4] . Thus, the scattering response of a nanoantenna can be changed strongly by controlling the dielectric property of the material in the antenna gap [5] [6] [7] .
An optomechanical nanoantenna could be defined as a type of optical antenna that is mechanically reconfigured by the near-field optical force. Thus, the scattering properties of the antenna can be dynamically controlled without requiring any material in the antenna gap. The force density that is localized to a subwavelength area is very large [8] , as we have also recently verified experimentally [9] . Here, we present an example of an optomechanical nanoantenna that utilizes these features to achieve unprecedented performance. The device is composed of a plasmonic bowtie antenna with suspended curved beams attached to the end of each arm, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The antenna structure is considered to be made of aluminum, where the length of the antenna is 170 nm with 40 nm thickness. Since selective anisotropic etching of the substrate could release narrow components due to undercut, a 25 nm depth of etch of the substrate and 25 nm undercut of the antenna were assumed in the simulation. The suspended beams act as movable components of the antenna setup. These create an open oval ring with small air gap regions at the top and bottom of the ring. The minor (along x direction) and major (along y direction) diameters of the elliptical opening were kept fixed at 100 nm and 440 nm, respectively, with a beam width of 40 nm. A 2 nm naturally formed aluminum oxide over all aluminum surfaces was assumed in our simulation. The bowtie antenna provides efficient coupling between the free-space optical source with polarization along the antenna long axis, and it generates a strong optical near field in the gap regions of the antenna. The near-field intensity profile at 25 nm above the antenna surface is also presented in Fig. 1(a) . The gradient of the confined optical field results in strong optical force between the ends of the curved beams and bends them toward each other [10] .
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation is used to simulate the antenna structure. Maxwell's stress tensor formulism is applied to calculate generated optical force [9] between the two beams. The optical force along the x axis is attractive and dominant, compared with the other components, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . All forces are normalized with respect to a source intensity of 1 mW ∕ μm 2 . The Casimir force between two beams [inset in Fig. 1(b) ] is also calculated based on the transfer matrix approach for a multilayer system described in [11] .
The power transmission and reflection spectrums for the structure are shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) with a redshift due to decreasing gap width. The reflected power (R) is calculated on a 2π hemisphere at the back of the optical source. The transmitted power (T) is derived by calculating the power lost (L) in the device and using the power conservation law T 1 − R − L. The nanoantenna can be considered as a lump element as shown in Fig. 1 (e), with impedance Z a R a iωL a in parallel with an equivalent capacitor. The equivalent capacitor is composed of the gap capacitor between the suspended beams Z g −i ∕ ωC g in parallel with the fringe capacitor C f . The optical resonance frequency of the antenna can be determined by setting the reactive part of the input impedance to be zero, yielding ω 1 ∕ L a C g C f p . The redshift trend in both plots is fitted well by white dashed curves using the resonant frequency formula of the nanocircuit model [ Fig. 1(e) ]. Such a strong change in antenna scattering due to deep subwavelength gap variation has been experimentally verified [12] .
The mechanical behavior of the antenna is analyzed based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam deflection method [13] . For a single-sided clamped beam (cantilever) with a point force (F) exerted at the free end, the beam deflection can be calculated by Δδ F ∕ κ, where κ Etw 3 ∕ 4L 3 is the spring constant of the beam with length L and width w.
, where A is the clamping coefficient and ρ is beam density. Thus, the mechanical resonance frequency is inversely proportional to the structure's linear dimension. The size of the optical device could be reduced to subwavelength dimensions by SPP, and as a result, high mechanical frequency is achievable. The proposed device has a mechanical bandwidth of about 4.4 GHz, which is 2 orders of magnitude higher than the natural frequency in conventional optomechanical devices [14, 15] .
In order to investigate the switching characteristics of the device, Eq. (1) has been solved self-consistently:
where δ 0 10 nm is the gap width at zero source illumination. Since the calculated optical force is normalized to source intensity, the gap width solution can be expressed in terms of optical source intensity. Figure 2 (a) shows the gap width solutions as a function of optical source intensity and optical wavelength. The minimum switch power is found at an optical wavelength of 1.78 μm. The map of the solution (gap width versus source intensity) for this wavelength is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The graph consists of the stable (green line) and unstable (black line) branches. The origin of the unstable/stable condition is the relative magnitude of the mechanical force, which has the opposite direction compared with the optical and Casimir forces. The stable branch results from negative feedback: any infinitesimal change in gap width will change the forces' magnitude to oppose the gap change. In contrast, the unstable branch results from positive feedback. By increasing the source intensity [forward switching-red path in Fig. 2(b) ], the width of the gap decreases monotonically, until a critical gap width where the two stable and unstable branches meet each other. At the critical point, any increase in source intensity results in a positive feedback since reduced gap width leads to an increased optical force. Thus, the feedback generates a sudden decrease in gap width from the critical point. As the gap approaches a subnanometer width, the electric field intensity and optical force decrease. This phenomenon has been investigated earlier [16] , and is due to quantum mechanical effects. Thus, the positive feedback mechanism mentioned above gradually decreases in the subnanometer region, resulting in another stable point. This region is shown by a grayed area in Fig. 2(b) . For the backward switching (dashed blue path), the gap remains within the grayed area (subnanometer) until the backward path crosses the unstable route where the gate intensity results in an optical force, which in summation with Casimir force cannot withstand the mechanical force required for beam deflection. Thus, there is a sudden jump to the larger gap width in the stable branch where the optical force can keep the beams bent. Further reduction of optical power will decrease the force and the gap width increases. Although the optical source intensity generates a strong force at bistable points where the optical force is 2 orders of magnitude larger than the Casimir force, the role of the Casimir force becomes substantial for small gate source powers where it is comparable with the optical force. The depth of modulation (DM) of power reflection R and transmission T spectrums are defined by the following expressions:
The optical signal wavelength at 2.04 μm has the largest DM R (∼5 dB). The criteria for choosing the signal wavelength could also be based on DM T if transmission signal carries information. Therefore, the transmission and reflection of input signal operating at 2.04 μm can be efficiently controlled by a gate beam operating at 1.78 μm.
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show the switching of the transmission and reflection of the signal controlling the gate intensity for forward and backward switching. The depth of modulation was found to be 4 dB in transmission, and 5 dB in reflection mode. The energy per switch is calculated by multiplication of optical source intensity at abrupt change in forward path, bandwidth, and device area. The energy per switch is found to be 35 pJ due to the small area and high speed of the switch. The wide hysteresis loop ensures robust operation of the switching logic against noise [17] . The thermal analysis of the structure due to optical loss in the antenna is performed by considering the conductive and radiative heat transfer mechanisms and utilizing a thermal equivalent circuit. We took into account the emissivity of the antenna in radiative process, which can modify the blackbody radiation spectrum. Our simulation shows that the resulting temperature increase at the gap between two beams is around 140 K above ambient, which should not affect the overall device performance significantly.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new optomechanical nanoantenna structure that can operate as a switch by changing the power transmission and reflection due to a nanometer-scale mechanical reconfiguration caused by generated optical force. In general, we conclude that an efficient optomechanical antenna design should satisfy three conditions: efficient far-field to near-field coupling, strong confinement of light into a subwavelength region to produce considerable optical force, and high sensitivity of the optical response to mechanical deformation. FDTD simulation of electromagnetic fields and Euler-Bernoulli beam deflection theory were applied to calculate switching characteristics of the proposed device. Nanocircuit theory was applied to analyze the near-field properties due to reconfiguration. The presented nanoswitch has high speed (∼4.4 GHz), ultracompactness (∼λ 3 ∕ 500), and efficient switching energy (∼35 pJ) which results in superior performance when compared with previous optomechanical switches. Such optomechanical devices could be utilized in many novel applications, such as all-optical switches, wavelength mixing, wavelength converters, and other building blocks of photonic integrated circuits.
